Universe Appreciation Workshop
This one-day workshop provides key end-users with an insight into how a BusinessObjects
universe is designed, maintained and secured. The purpose of the course is to enable business
users to work more effectively with their IT counterparts and extract the maximum value out of
their Business Objects deployments.
On completion, delegates will be able to:


Course Contents

Have a better understanding of the Business
Objects administration modules
Understand the role of the BusinessObjects
designers and supervisors
Be in a better, more informed position to
liaise with universe designers and
administrators
Assist in creating a more user friendly,
flexible and effective universe

Introduction
 Introduction to BusinessObjects

 Product breakdown
 Tool breakdown

Designer Module & “What is a universe?”
 What is a universe?
 What is the Designer Module?

 Object creation
 Multiple table objects
Object Types
Who should attend?
 Object format
Power users, project managers or IT managers
 Aggregation
seeking a high-level overview of the Business
 Possible combinations
Objects universe design process.
 Aggregation problems
When to modify a universe
Prerequisites
 Why change the universe?
 Changes to the target database
 Familiarity with Microsoft Office (Excel and
 Changing objects
Word)
 Attendance of Web Intelligence Reporting How a universe is changed
V4 or Web Intelligence Reporting FastTrack
 Inserting a new table
V4 course, or equivalent experience.
 Creating joins between tables
 Adding cardinalities
Course Duration
 Creating objects
 Adding a predefined condition
1 day
 Measure objects
Related and follow-on courses
 Adding a hierarchy
How a universe is managed
BusinessObjects Universe Design (3 days)
 The repository
 Exporting universes
 Universe security
 Correct environments
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Acuma Education
All Acuma courses are delivered by trainers who are highly experienced consultant practitioners. This rich project experience
coupled with professional training skills helps delegates to focus on how the course contents can be put into practice in their
workplace.
Acuma delivers courses from dedicated training facilities in Manchester, Birmingham and London, but also deliver training offsite
using suites of laptops, with the option to customise courses to use your own business data and tailored to your exact training
needs. The most appropriate training format depends upon your training objectives, number of learners, timescales, budgets and
delivery logistics. Whatever your needs, Acuma will find the approach most suited to them.
Acuma Education’s seal of quality is demonstrated through consistent achievement of the prestigious “Gold Standard” from the
Learning and Performance Institute.

Acuma is an Information Management (IM) Specialist. Acuma is part of the Saksoft group and provides solutions, which are unique, flexible and
cost-effective service blending local high value consultancy and global high quality project delivery. Acuma delivers business improvements by
drawing together strategy, technology and methods of Information Management into a single philosophy called the Information Value Model (IVM).
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